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Mergers & Acquisitions: The Other Path to Growth

M&A is as like sales & marketing
Annual
Revenue
$10M

Combined Firms
Have Critical
Mass to Invest &
Grow Faster

$7M

$5M

$3M

Combined, businesses
can grow 2-3 times
faster than alone.

Marketing & Sales Growth
S&M + M&A Growth

2 SME Firms
Merge into 1
(50/50 Equity Split)
Continuing
Alone

$1M

Valuation10-15X
Larger on Exit

Still Small, Solo Firm
Must DIY
Everything
Sale, Exit or
Retirement

Buyers often value
firms as a multiple of
EBIT (profit), and the
combined business
could achieve a
multiple of 10X+ while
the DIY firm could
expect 5X (on their
smaller profit).
Half the combined
business equity could
be worth 7X the entire
solo business.
This could make a
huge difference to
your retirement!

Time

It’s the other half of your growth strategy!
ICT Strategic Consulting Pty Ltd © 2017

Why is an M&A
advisor talking to
you about
marketing?
We’re here to grow
your business, and
‘inorganic growth’
is the 2nd half of the
growth equation.
You don’t need a
lot of cash, and
when you’re ready
to retire (or go
broke) it’s too late.
You’ve probably
got options right
now to give you a
‘free kick,’ and
years’ head start
on competitors.
And with critical
mass, you could
afford professional
marketing, too.

www.ICTStrategicConsulting.com
PaulHauck@ICTStrategicConsulting.com +61 044 35 35 03 (m)
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Why Consider M&A for Small Businesses?
Small & Medium Enterprises (SMEs) in the Australian IT and Communications (ICT)
industry follow a similar growth path towards a critical value milestone at $10M
annual revenues.
Many get stuck at common growth hurdles, surmounting which requires
resourcefulness, creativity, and willingness to use all tools available.
Failure to achieve this milestone will disappoint many owners and shareholders
counting on an ultimate sale at an aggressive valuation, to fund their retirement.
Mergers & Acquisitions (M&A) is often overlooked as a growth tool, due to its
sweeping impact and perceived risk and complexity.
But executed well, inorganic growth can provide a bigger, faster step forward
than almost any other strategy, while often requiring little or no investment.
SME owners ignoring the potential of M&A until retirement or difficulty forces their
hand, are likely to forego 30-90% of their firm’s potential value at sale.
This brief introduces M&A as a strategic tool for SMEs in the ICT industry in Australia
and NZ. Subsequent briefs in the series describe how to make it happen.

ICT Strategic Consulting Pty Ltd © 2017

?
Purpose:
M&A requires
specialist skills and
knowledge, and
usually outside
assistance. This is
ICTSC’s speciality,
and we would like
to work with you,
when the time
comes.
Intended
Audience:
Equity owners,
operators and
chief executives of
2nd-t and 3rd-tier ICT
firms in the $1-30M
revenue range,
and those wishing
to acquire them.
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Overview & Agenda
The Idealised Growth Path: How Successful ICT Businesses Develop
The ideal business will grow through 4 stages, and must surmount 3 key
hurdles in achieving sustainable, independent scale
Stage I - Start-up: Limited M&A Potential for Unproven Businesses
Businesses must ‘fly solo’ until they prove the value of their product or service
in a market to demonstrate potential future equity value
Stage II - Proven Product: Building a Team Around a Clear Core Asset
A growing customer base builds firms’ value to potential partners, creating
strategic opportunities for growth through combination
Stage III - Proven Team: Foundations Laid for Corporate Processes
With key skills in place, M&A prospects increase – particularly to build sales &
marketing capability and corporate shared services
Stage IV - Proven Business: Outgrowing the SME Business Model
With critical elements in place, opportunities grow for lucrative exit and
strategic growth through acquisition as well as ‘merger’ or sale.
Key Take-Aways

ICT Strategic Consulting Pty Ltd © 2017

Focus on equity
ownership and
growth – ‘work on
your business, not in
it’ to build and realise
your investment.
Inorganic Growth:
increase in scale
(revenue) by
combining firms.

Organic Growth:
increasing revenue
through sales and
marketing through
acquisition of new
customers.
M&A: (Mergers &
Acquisitions) joining
businesses, buying,
selling or otherwise
combining the equity
and/or operations of
two or more
companies into a
single larger entity.
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The idealised SME growth journey…
Growing too fast can be fatal:

Size
(Revenue)

• High volume may be due to unsustainable margins
• Big, easy wins de-emphasise effective selling processes
• Organisation must consolidate to sustain growth
• Financing big projects or sales can bankrupt the firm

Idealised Growth Path
Slow/Stunted growth usually
results from internal issues:

$10M

$5M

Unsustainably
Fast Growth

3
$3M

2

$1M

Start-up

Proven
Product /
1 Service

Proven
Team

Proven
Business

• Equity Distractions
• Corporate Governance
• Dispersal of focus
• Key Staff Turnover
• Volatile Lead Generation
• Sales-Delivery Trade-off
• Sales Supermen Syndrome
• Sales-delivery trade-off
• Distractions of focus
• Failure to delegate
• Failure of marketing
• Product/service/price

Sub-Optimally
Slow Growth

Time

In this region and
market, $10M in
revenue is the key
SME milestone.

Beyond this point, a
business is seen to
‘stand on its own 2
feet,’ and has much
greater value as an
asset.
Most successful ICT
firms that achieve this
level pass through 4
stages to reach that
point, and must
surmount 3 key
hurdles.
Each stage brings
different challenges
and opportunities –
as we consider in the
following sections.

…involves 4 stages and 3 growth hurdles.
ICT Strategic Consulting Pty Ltd © 2017
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Shareholders must separate their roles…

Employee
Not worried about
equity – struggling
to stay alive.

Owner

Starting to create
capital value – “not
enough to retire on”.

I. Start-up
Getting off the Ground
• Product/Service
• Price to Sell At
• Initial Sales & Clients
• Hiring Some Staff

Equity & dividends
start to outweigh
salary.

How do
we invest
to grow?

Can we
afford to
hire?

II. Proven
Product
Capturing Initial Success
• Keeping Customers
• Achieving Profitability
• Laying a Foundation
• Hiring Key Staff

Shareholder

III. Proven
Team

Growth and
dividends compete
for the profit stream.

Re-invest
or take
dividends?

Building an Organisation
• Business Processes
• Scalable Sales Team
• Key Man Dependency
• Customer Satisfaction

When & how
to sell?

IV. Proven
Business

Strategic Direction
• New Products/Services
• New Markets, Partners
• Managing the Culture
• Strategic Planning

…as owners and employees.
ICT Strategic Consulting Pty Ltd © 2017

Increasing capital
value brings options
for equity-holders but
can create confusion
between operational
(employment) and
shareholder (equity)
roles & decisions.
Executive owners
(shareholders working
in the business) must
separate board-level
oversight from dayto-day decisionmaking.
Roles are separate individuals can
buy/sell/exit
ownership and cease
employment
separately, and
seniority in one role
need not reflect
seniority in the other.

www.ICTStrategicConsulting.com
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‘Organic’ (sales) growth is bread-&-butter…
Problem: “I want to retire soon, and need to extract my investment”

IV. Proven
Business
3

Possible Solutions - Exit through: Management Buy Out (MBO);
acquisition by larger corporate; full or partial trade sale; or hire an
independent management team - all with or without a continuing
executive or non-executive role for the exiting principal.

Problem: “We can’t find the right salesman (to replace our founder)”
Possible Solution - Combine operations with another complimentary
firm and implement a proper, professional sales and marketing process
(building the selling engine) using the ‘critical mass’ achieved through
the merger.

III. Proven
Team
2

Problem: “We can’t keep project work flowing one after another”
Possible Solutions - Align with another organisation to access a
marketing team independent of delivery resources to keep the pipeline
full (through merger, buy/sell, or strategic partnership).

II. Proven
Product/Svc
1

Problem: “We can’t land our key foundation customer”

I. Start-up

Possible Solutions - Agglomerate with a complimentary small firm
targeting the same customer base; take the product/service idea into
a larger corporate that can afford to invest more resources in the
business.

…while ‘inorganic options’ solve problems.
ICT Strategic Consulting Pty Ltd © 2017

M&A transactions
(‘deals’) are 1-off
events, separate from
the mainstream of
your business – sales.
‘Inorganic growth’
cannot substitute for
ongoing ‘organic
growth.’ If distracted
for long, your business
will suffer quickly.
Transactions can
boost good firms
(and people) over
hurdles and past
growth issues, but
must be executed as
‘short sharp shocks’ not extended
‘strategic directions’
(at this scale).
M&A required
decisiveness, as
much as expertise.

www.ICTStrategicConsulting.com
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Each hurdle presents different issues…
Organic Growth Stage
IV. Proven
Business

3
III. Proven
Team

2
II. Proven
Product/Svc

1
I. Start-up

Small Corporates are relatively rare in
Australian ICT - they quickly grow larger still
or are acquired by larger players – or both.

M&A Implications
Require ‘managing’ rather than ‘doing’
skills, and may support a lucrative exit for
principals, or growth through acquisitions.

Hurdle 3: Build a consistent, effective, and ‘self-sustaining’ Sales and Marketing
organisation, that can drive growth and scale up with the business.
Sales Strugglers usually have
product/service and basic delivery issues
sorted, but lack a consistently effective
selling organisation.

Merging equals can provide ‘critical mass’
to invest in a solid growth basis and/or the
business may be saleable to a larger
player.

Hurdle 2: Build an integrated, diverse team of specialists, working together to
solve scaling problems as well as selling and delivering the core product/service.
Key Small Team staff to be recruited,
trained, integrated into an effective
management team with agreed and
specialised job roles.

A compatible firm can bring other ‘pieces
of the puzzle’ - skills, resources, people, etc,
or if unique, may be merged into a larger
player.

Hurdle 1: Create a proven product/service and value proposition, that can be
effectively sold and delivered to a targeted market at a viable price.
Motivated Micro-business principals do it
all – sales, delivery, etc, and perfecting the
offering – all while trying to stay solvent.

Starting up is much easier ‘under the wing’
of a more established firm – but the value
of the business is limited at this stage.

Many owners only
consider equity
options when in
trouble or looking to
exit for retirement.
But a well-executed
deal can help a firm
(or two) over a hurdle
that’s difficult to grow
through on your own.
Firms that have
maintained steady
revenues but failed to
grow for some years,
should considered
these options.
Once ‘broken loose,’
growth can move at
a more aggressive
pace.
This prospect does
not come without risk!

…with different M&A options.
www.ICTStrategicConsulting.com
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‘Micro–businesses’ seldom buy/sell…
• ‘Pre-Revenue’ Start-ups - Often focused on raising capital to bring their product or service to
market, but until proven in the market, valuations on which to raise funds (or sell) remain low.

I. Start-up

• Sole Practitioners, Family and Hobby/Lifestyle Businesses - Businesses with years of stable revenue
& profits may suit owner-operators, but investors and/or acquirers want growth, and refocussing is
notoriously difficult.
• Frustrated Growth Companies - Very small businesses who’ve sought growth, but failed, are
valued for their assets – customer base, contracts, staff with difficult-to-attract skills - but not future
potential, as buyers must create that themselves.

…except with key strategic position…
☺

☺


Unique assets, market position or product/service may attractive a larger player who can
build the business with their broader resource base;
Where the SME ‘fills a gap’ or holds a lynchpin technology for a larger player, they may
seek to acquire the business at a reasonable value; but
Acquiring at such small scale will often be seen as a ‘hiring decision’, rather than a
business acquisition – realising a much lower value for the principals.

…until proving their product/service.
1. Get your product/service into the market, developing with a couple of customers.
2. Build revenue until you can bring in delivery assistance, letting you focus on building sales.
3. Upgrade your sales function to ensure consistent pipeline and revenue growth.

ICT Strategic Consulting Pty Ltd © 2017

‘Micro-businesses’
(revenue <$1M pa)
often centre on one
person doing both
selling and delivery
(and other functions).
Buying/selling such
small companies is
more ‘hiring decision’
than transaction, and
hence has limited
(capital) value.
Flat revenues for 2+
years may mean the
business has reached
a growth plateau.
‘Lifestyle businesses’
with flat revenues
seldom move to
growth stances easily
– delegation is often
the hardest lesson to
learn.
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Growing teams builds capital value…
Empty
Sales
Pipeline
Focus on
Delivery

Focus on
Building
Sales
Delivery
Backlog

Define
Requirements

DIY Trap: The
Sales Soloist
After starting alone with
no budget, it’s tough to
delegate and pay for
services. Surrounding
yourself with people
better than you, is key to
long-term growth.

Resource Contention:
Sales vs Delivery
Still too small for fully-dedicated
resources in both S&M and delivery,
focus swings back and forth between
the functions, reducing quality and
consistency of both and inducing wild
swings in work- and cash-flows.

Specify
Solution

Propose
Solution

Sell

Qualifying

Negotiate
Contract

Contacting

Deliver
Solution

Prospecting

Project Mgt

Define Value
Proposition

II. Proven
Product

Customer
Relations. Mgt

Up-Selling

Post-Sales
Support

Principal-centric firms
grow into teams with
specialised roles and
$1-3M revenue, but
commonly fail at
Sales & Marketing.
Selling staff focus on
customer delivery
until the work runs
out, but by then the
sales pipeline is
empty – the feast-orfamine cycle.
Increasing capital
value provides
leverage for an M&A
option: combine 2
firms to create critical
mass scale, so you
can afford to invest in
professional sales and
marketing (in-house
or outsourced).

…by facing up to key challenges.
ICT Strategic Consulting Pty Ltd © 2017
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‘Strategic Partnerships’ look attractive…
Buy-Side Partnerships
✓

Subsidiary

Sell-Side Partnerships
✓

Subsidiary

✓

Exclusive Contract

✓

Exclusive Agent

✓

Outsource Partner

✓

Development Partner

✓

Trusted Advisor

✓

Marketing Partner

✓

Open-Buy Contract

✓

Distributor

✓

Preferred Supplier

✓

Channel Partner

✓

Approved Supplier

✓

Reseller

✓

Supplier

✓

Customer

II. Proven
Product

•Non-exclusive

partnerships do not
provide strategic
value if others can
hire your partner, too.

•Channel distribution
cannot substitute for
marketing and sales
(and require similar
budget and effort).

•Joint ventures must

…but without commitment, lack value.
ICT Strategic Consulting Pty Ltd © 2017

Partnerships can be a
‘leg up,’ letting you
specialise in what
you’re best at, and
make the most of
scarce resources, but:

have real and serious
commitment from
both partners if they
are to work.

•Outsourcing is often
a more realistic
relationship model.

www.ICTStrategicConsulting.com
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Acquisition

M&A Options: Sell to a larger firm…
Advantages:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

‘Play at the next level’ (now)
Greater resources, scope & scale
Extract maximum value (now)
Staff career paths extended
Known future for products
Enhance stakeholder security
Reduced personal responsibility
Cash (or shares) for vendors
‘Locked In’ value for business
Access to new products, markets
Potential for further investment

Us Pty Ltd

Them
Ltd

II. Proven
Product

But:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Can entrepreneurs work as employees?
Do businesses have compatible cultures?
How to value the business?
Is this a Buy-Out or Buy-In?
Medium- and long-term future roles?

Merger

…’merge’ two+ similar businesses...
Advantages:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Me-co
Pty Ltd

Retain greater control
Resources – critical mass
Retain maximum value
Staff seniority maintained
Control of the product
Product combination potential
Improved growth profile
Can sell to large player later

You-co
Pty Ltd

But:
▪
▪
▪
▪

Who gets to be the boss?
Can the businesses work together?
What about ‘culture’ and staff?
Merged entity needs 1 focus & strategy

…or build ‘to the next level’ on your own.
ICT Strategic Consulting Pty Ltd © 2017

When growing
strongly with great
prospects, you have
the most options,
strongest leverage
and best value. This is
the time to consider
M&A – but most
owners wait too long.
Exit – sale to a large
firm usually sees
current owners exit
(intended or not).
Growth Transaction –
merging Stage II firms
create immediate
value (arbitrage) but
must serve one
growth strategy for
the combined entity.
Consolidation – join
similar firms for scale
and market share
benefits (1 or many).

www.ICTStrategicConsulting.com
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Marketing & Sales are ‘merger bait’…
“We have great product and delivery,
but need a partner who can sell.”

II. Proven
Product

The Bad News: If you don’t sell well,
a ‘gun’ sales partner will expect the
lion’s share of equity on merging.

SALES
DELIVERY

The Good News: Effective S&M
could attract a similar premium
to your business.

IT firms traditionally
undervalue S&M in
favour of more
technical functions –
severely limiting their
business’ value.
Key value accrues
from building, buying,
hiring or outsourcing
a Sales Engine.
Effective S&M ‘triple
whammy’ benefits:
increasing scale;
improving forecasts;
& growing valuation
multiples.
Must not depend on
key individual(s) or
personal network(s).
Value requires ability
to scale to new
products & markets.

…many SMEs need S&M strength.
ICT Strategic Consulting Pty Ltd © 2017
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Growing teams often face S&M last, but…
Plan: build S&M when revenue allows “We need a salesman to take pressure off our
principal & rainmaker.”
Or
“We’re too small for a team – hire one salesman to
grow the function.”

III. Proven
Team

Reality: replace staff 6 monthly Principal-Driven
Sales

Search for
‘Super-Salesman’

Growth come from
entering new markets
and replicating
success there.
Each function must
‘corporatise’ to build
effective teams –
S&M in particular.

Sales

Ambition for Larger
Role/Salary

SS Leaves for Bigger
Company

Loneliness Amidst
Technical Team

SS Leaves for
Smaller Company

Hire SS

No Sales

…’the next level’ means selling still more.
ICT Strategic Consulting Pty Ltd © 2017

Passing $3M revenue,
firms should have a
good team in place
and strong customer
base in one market.

Without a suite of
standard processes,
tools and operational
supports, individuals
cannot perform.
Problems arise in
areas principals are
least familiar with, as
they are last
attended to.
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Critical mass allows investment in…
Sub-Critical Mass: Bootstrapping
Hire/contract individuals for DIY projects,
to (hopefully) develop into self-funding
business functions if successful.
Example: hire a super-salesman to bring
in new sales, working independently,
from their own pre-existing network:
Capex:
Opex:
Total:

75k
225k pa
300k in year 1

10% of $3M Revenue

Controlled Investment

vs

Implement functional teams with (small)
deliberate investment, based on clear,
planned long-term outcomes.

III. Proven
Team

Example: build (or outsource) a small
team with multiple, specialist skills for
effective marketing and sales:
Capex:
Opex:
Total:

250k
350k pa
600k in year 1

10% of $6M Revenue

But:
• No process – dependant on the individual
• Doesn’t scale or grow to larger business
• Start all over if staff fails to perform
• Not easy to replicate success

And:
• Resilient process, interchangeable staff
• Scalable to new products/markets/M&A
• Self-sustaining, with ‘process memory’
• Can be replicated and reproduced

Result:
• Reliance on Personal Networks
• Chasing Big, Unlikely Deals
• Frustration at Missed Targets
• Endless Turnover of Sales Staff

Result:
• Sustainable, manageable sales growth
• Focus directed around agreed plan
• Reliable sales and customer base growth
• Lower, more manageable turnover

…controlled, predictable growth.
ICT Strategic Consulting Pty Ltd © 2017

With critical mass,
growing SMEs must
focus on taking
control.
Control requires
predictable results –
forecasts that are
met and targets that
are achieved.
Marketing & Sales
remain critical, as
many SMEs have
trouble building a
repeatable process
that they can rely on
to grow sales and/or
enter new markets.
Product support is
also difficult for many
to control, as the size
of their customer
base increases, and
products become
more complex.
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Size

Organic Growth Trajectory
Organic + Inorganic Growth

Consistent
Professional
S&M

Integrate &
Idealised
Growth Path
Consolidate
Build Sales
Team
Immediate
Organic Growth Time Lag
Transaction
Impact
Lose Sales Staff

Hire Sales Staff

Terminal Scale Lag

Transactions can accelerate growth…
III. Proven
Team

Eventual
Organic
Success
Time

…lucrative exit is possible years earlier.
ICT Strategic Consulting Pty Ltd © 2017

ICT firms often ‘stall’
in their growth as
they transition to
corporate-style
operations.
A transaction (like
buying a small firm)
can provide an
impetus for change,
forcing a hard look at
how things are being
done and bringing
new ideas, views and
staff on board.
Getting growth on
track compounds
value benefits from
the transaction itself
(‘arbitrage value’)
increasing potential
exit value for
shareholders and
bringing potential
exits ahead by years.
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Small corporates have numerous options…
IV. Proven
Business

Become part of
something larger?
Accept NonStrategic
Investors?
Take on New
Products/Services?

Consolidate
Competitors?

Exit from the
Business?

?
Acquire
Complimentary
Business?

Enter New
Geographic
Markets?
National or
International
Presence?

Achieving $10M
annual revenue
opens a wide range
of operational and
financial possibilities.
A traditional midmarket gap in
Australia & NZ (now
closing) has put extra
value on acquisition
targets and public
equity market (ASX)
listings at this scale.
Advisory or formal
board structures
should take effective
control to ensure
operational and
equity issues are
considered carefully
and separately,
within appropriate
probity requirements.

…and very different team challenges.
ICT Strategic Consulting Pty Ltd © 2017
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Cash or equity-based acquisitions can…
Buy-vs-Build Decision

Existing

Markets

Market
Diversify
Expansion
Existing
Core

New
Product
Dev’t

Build?

Existing

Buy?
Products

New

High
Low

Avoid –
too risky!

Build?

Product Complexity

New

Expansion & Consolidation

Build?

Avoid –
too risky!

Product
Extension

Big
Stretch!

Building on
the Core

Breaking
New
Ground

Build?

IV. Proven
Business

Buy?

Low

High

Learning Curve (vs Capability)

Acquisitions can accelerate growth strategies by years – if done well
• Will acquired expertise, resources or market share reduce risk?
• Do all elements to be acquired compliment existing capabilities?
• Will eliminating a competitor help in a new and/or old market?
• Opportunism – is this an easy ‘clean-up’ or ‘turnaround’ opportunity?

…drive strategy for building capital value.
ICT Strategic Consulting Pty Ltd © 2017

Proven business scale
can provide access
to finance and/or
value to your equity,
allowing an ongoing
acquisition strategy.
Arbitrage benefits
from increasing scale
come more slowly
now, and it is more
important to keep a
rigorous view of your
agreed strategic
objectives.
Large purchases can
build scale, but more
targeted deal can
bring key products,
new markets and
accelerate organic
growth initiatives by
large steps.
Pricing is much more
important at scale!
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Global scale is the next step…
M&A:

• Build internal skills and domestic scale & support
• Acquire an international partner
• Buy into the target market.

IV. Proven
Business

M&A:
Build-vsbuy?

Expansion overseas
logically follows
domination of the
ANZ market, but is
quite difficult.
A domestic base with
scale to absorb
several failed steps,
unforseen costs and
delays is critical.

Skills: Do we know how to:

Scale: Have we got resources to fund:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Investing in relationships and developing markets;
Finding, binding, and training partners;
Funding markets until they become profitable;
Supporting markets remotely;
Lots and lots of overseas travel…

•
•
•
•
•

Chose to start in one market, or several;
Identify and approach those markets;
Choose to sell directly or through channels;
Develop and support those channels remotely;
Localise our product/service if and as required.

…but only with a strong domestic base!
ICT Strategic Consulting Pty Ltd © 2017

Bigger markets do
not mean easier sales
but do imply larger
marketing costs.
Distribution or
channel partners can
bring local
knowledge of new
markets, but require
similar time and effort
to direct sales.
Few international
expansions succeed
the first time.
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Founders often exit at $5-10M revenue…
Potential Counterparties

Selected Bidder(s)

Buyer

Broker/Consultant (Controls the Deal Process)
Decision to
Pursue a
Sale/Exit

Counterparty
Search

Offer &
Deal
Negotiation

Due
Diligence
Review(s)

Integration
& Execution
Planning

Deal
Completion
(Signing)

IV. Proven
Business

Business
Integration
Process

Shareholder Issues

Executive & Operations

▪ Relative/absolute/market valuations

▪ Integration and operations planning

▪ Shareholding sale/retention/dilution

▪ Employee roles and responsibilities

▪ Remain invested or cash out?

▪ Strategic directions & key initiatives

▪ Further capital requirements

▪ Plans, forecasts and delivery targets

▪ Options, rights and warranties

▪ Governance and oversight policies

▪ Dividend policy

▪ Capital and cash flow requirements

▪ Taxation issues – investor

▪ Business processes & safeguards

▪ Many more…

▪ Many more…

…many later start something new.
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Shareholders’ exit
choices are driven by
timing, age, market
value, personal
interest and many
other factors – and
opportunity.
Equity & executive
decisions must
remain separate –
including the deal
process.
Critical: continue
business as usual until
any deal is complete.
External help ensures
the perspectives are
kept separate, keeps
buyers away from
staff, customers and
operations, and
extends the counterparty search more
broadly.
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Any M&A means major changes…

• Due diligence allows executive management to assess likely outcome of key issues –
time invested in that process will be well rewarded later.

• Integration planning should target fast, effective action to design the combined
business and implement the new normal. Slow or extended change is very risky.

Key Issue

Decision

Corporate Culture: Compare
Leadership:

Choose

Products/Services: Rationalise
Customer Base: Maintain
Sales & Marketing: Integrate
Delivery Capability: Rationalise
Investor Backing:

Engage

Staff & People: Rationalise
Capabilities: Rationalise

Guideline
Must fit – or you must walk away.
Must choose 1 team – others managed out (quickly).
Combine to manage, sell, support together, or rationalise?
How many customers will be lost as a result of the deal?
Rationalise/integrate compatible brands, messages, systems.
Combine teams & processes, rationalise staffing (quickly).
Engage to negotiate practical control, day-to-day oversight?
Assess staff required and rationalise others (quickly).
Select in-house and outsource functions and implement.

Suppliers & Partners: Rationalise

Rationalise the supplier base and assess resulting benefits.

Offices: Rationalise

Assess locations to be closed, combined and maintained?

Etc. Rationalise

Find additional benefits and search out duplications quickly.

…facing hard choices fast and firmly.
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A good advisor will
help both executives
and shareholders
through the process.

Shareholders may be
exiting, but remaining
managers should
prepare for a short,
sharp shock – what’s
not done within the
first 100 days may
never be completed.
The impetus for
change can bring
improved pace of
ongoing change, if
steered by a wellprepared team.
Temporary stop-gaps
and workarounds at
this point may turn
into permanent work
practices, if not fixed.
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M&A brings ‘inorganic growth’ while…
•

Providing Scope and Scale for Specific Goals – Whether a new product/service, geography or
demographic market, or a new scale of operations, you need a certain ‘critical mass’ for that
goal, and inorganic options can help build that scale (as well as supporting the goal itself);

•

Getting Over Growth Hurdles – Firms which have struggled to grow past the same revenue level
for several years, often lack specific resources or expertise that agglomeration with another firm
can supply;

•

Accelerating the Growth Curve Years at a Time – Rapidly building scale can provide
opportunities and capabilities that might take years for a small firm to grow into. Where a
window of opportunity is open for a finite period, rapid growth can provide access to necessary
resources;

•

Playing on a Bigger Stage – with a Bigger Team – After years of hard work to drive organic
growth, many principals look forward to ‘playing the game at the next level,’ with access to
markets, products, scope, capital or other resources that their existing firm does not yet present;

•

Positioning for Principal(s) Eventual Exit or Succession – At some point, everyone would like to
step back from the day-to-day grind, and those building healthy companies can leave a lasting
legacy, as well as potentially creating comfortable circumstances for retirement, or a base for
their next challenge;

•

Critically, M&A is not about ‘selling out’ when a firm is failing - when you have the least options,
and a transaction can help the least.

…marketing & sales drive ‘organic growth.’
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The two growth
modes compliment
each other to
maximise shareholder
value as companies
grow.
Too many SME firms
ignore their options
for inorganic growth
until they are forced
by time or
circumstance – or
they ‘receive a knock
on the door.’
Taking control of the
process can arguably
bring as much value
as years of effort
spent building your
business organically.
It costs nothing to
find out what you
could do!
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ICT Strategic Consulting can discuss the
M&A options & prospects for your firm…
This briefing highlights
how organic and
inorganic growth
agendas are linked.

Dr Paul D Hauck, Director
ICT Strategic Consulting Pty Ltd

80% of ICT SMEs in our
experience have
trouble with sales and
marketing.

56 Minnamorra Avenue
Earlwood NSW
2206 Australia
+61(0)414 35 35 03
Paul.Hauck@ICTStrategicConsulting.com
www.ICTStrategicConsulting.com

We’re both always happy to discuss your situation, issues, and prospects, or supply further
information from this briefing series. We do this (partly) because we enjoy it, and appreciate
the opportunity to help companies and people.
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If you are going to
retire on the value of
your business
eventually, we should
really be talking
about how to build
that value now.
We can handle both
sides of your business
– and get you the
value you want,
years sooner.
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